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Address O.Berk Company 
3 Milltown Court 
Union NJ  
07083

Country USA

State New Jersey

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
BOTTLES, JARS, JUGS, AND MORE
O.Berk carries a huge selection on glass, plastic, and metal containers. Everything from small glass dropper bottle to plastic round base double wall
jars, pistol grip liter size glass jugs to UN approved plastic and metal drums. O.Berk has it all. Feel free to browse through our catalog to find the
product of all styles, shapes, and color that fits your needs.

Check out specific container specifications by clicking on the "Click to see specifications" link. Matching caps and closure options are listed in the
specification page. If you have a specific size and shape requirements, feel free to utilize our contact us form and upload your sample picture and we
will reply with possible options that meet your needs.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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